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1.1 Overview Title Fix Number of Nonfiling Characters

Function [Title Fix Number of Nonfiling Characters] searches for all titles that begin with the 
articles A, AN, or THE, where the MARC bibliographic tag 245 indicator 2, the Number of 
nonfiling characters, is 0 (zero). When found, this function can report the problem titles and/or fix 
their Number of nonfiling characters.  The MARC bibs can also be exported prior to the fix.  

If a bibliographic record is in a Batch, and the record does not have the status DONE or 
CANCELLED, then this function cannot fix the record. 

1.2 Title Fix Number of Nonfiling Characters

1.3 Fields:  Title Fix Number of Nonfiling Characters

1.3.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  60 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Function Keys

1.3.3 Field 3 Saved Results Format:  40 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Format determines the content for function Output.  Field Format offers the following 
selections:  

    Bibliography 
    Details 
    Direct Link 



    MARC Export 
    RIS (EndNotes, Mendeley,RefMan, RefWorks) 
    Search Results 
  
Bibliography attempts to glean and display the author(s), title, and publishing data in a standard 
bibliography format from the MARC data.  

Details employs the same format specified in the Properties window and that is used in the 
Details display window (which is subsequent to the Search Results window).  The default format 
is Full Display.  If allowed, an optional MARC bibliographic display expresses the MARC View in 
its standard terse encoded display or in a variety of verbose decoded formats.  

Direct Link creates a URL that access a work's data in this catalog. This URL is actually an ANSI 
OpenURL.  Example:  

  http://CyberToolsForLibraries.com/cgi-bin/CyberHTML?ABCLINK 
  &url_ver=Z39.88-2004&MARC=1195 
  
MARC Export can only be used with the Output function [File].  Upon selecting function [File], the 
MARC Export window opens.  Satisfactory completion of the MARC Export window yields a 
single MARC file on the user's workstation.  The file contains a MARC bibliographic record for 
each of title listed in Search Catalog's Saved Results.  

RIS format creates a file of bibliographic data in an industry-standard format (RIS) that can be 
imported into any of the following bibliogrphy management products:  EndNotes, Mendeley, 
Reference Manager (a.k.a. RefMan), or RefWorks.  

The Search Results format utilizes the same brief format from a Search Results window.  This 
format is dictated by the OPAC function [Properties].  

Table Values:

Bibliography
Detail
Direct Link
MARC Export
RIS (EndNote,RefMan,RefWorks,Mendeley)
Search Results

1.3.4 Field 4 Saved Results Output Functions:  

Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Printer, File, or an E-mail address.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Workstation
Printer
File
E-mail
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1.3.5 Field 5 Controls Fix, Cancel, & Help:  

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.  

Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Fix Titles
Cancel
Help

Function [Fix] will set MARC bibliographic tag 245, indicator 2, to the correct Number of Nonfiling 
Characters for the leading article. "A " will be set to 2, "An " will be set to 3, and "The " will be set 
to 4. When done it will close the window.  
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